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Summary

Objectives: To select best medical informatics research works published in 2013 on electronic health record (EHR) adoption, design, and impact, from the perspective of human factors and organizational issues (HFOI).

Methods: We selected 2,764 papers by querying PubMed (Mesh and TIAB) as well as using a manual search. Papers were evaluated based on pre-defined exclusion and inclusion criteria from their title, keywords, and abstract to select 15 candidate best papers, finally reviewed by 4 external reviewers using a standard evaluation grid.

Results: Five papers were selected as best papers to illustrate how human factors approaches can improve EHR adoption and design. Among other contributions, these works: (i) make use of the observational and analysis methodologies of social and cognitive sciences to understand clinicians’ attitudes towards EHRs, EHR use patterns, and impact on care processes, workflows, information exchange, and coordination of care; (ii) take into account macro- (environmental) and meso- (organizational) level factors to analyze EHR adoption or lack thereof; (iii) highlight the need for qualitative studies to analyze the unexpected side effects of EHRs on cognitive and work processes as well as the persistent use of paper.

Conclusion: Selected papers tend to demonstrate that HFOI approaches and methodologies are essential to bridge the gap between EHR systems and end users, and to reduce regularly reported adoption failures and unexpected consequences.
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Introduction

Despite substantial financial incentives from governments, electronic health records (EHRs) are still underused and the adoption process is much slower and more prone to healthcare professionals’ (HPs) resistance than expected. In the US, the $20 billion invested through the Health Information Technology on Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act led undoubtedly to some improvement of the EHR implementation rate [1], but most criteria for meaningful use are still not met [2-4]. In European countries such as France, the government invested more than half a billion Euros between 2004 and 2011 for the deployment of a personal health record that would be connected to hospital EHRs [5], with (at best) disappointing results, and plans to invest 400 million Euros between 2013 and 2017 for the promotion of EHRs in hospitals through the “Digital Hospital Program” [6]. In addition, the positive impact of EHRs on healthcare quality and safety or on cost reduction and optimization has still to be demonstrated [7]. DesRoches et al. [8] found a striking lack of relationship between the adoption of EHR systems in hospitals and the quality and efficiency of care, which suggests that adoption (whatever this may mean) is not sufficient to drive improvements of care processes. How can these difficulties be explained?

The collective notion we have of EHRs (and what EHRs must be and offer) undoubtedly shares some responsibility in this situation. One of the most widespread — but largely unquestioned — assumptions by health authorities in regards to EHRs is that EHR adoption “is essential for the transformation of the current […] healthcare system into one that is more efficient, is safer, and consistently delivers high-quality care” [9]. One reason for such a deep trust in technology derives from the critical importance of integrity, reliability, and accuracy of information in the care process and the supposedly increased reliability of patient data encoded in electronic systems (as compared with paper) [10]. EHRs are often introduced to improve information exchange amongst providers [11], e.g. for ensuring a reliable information transfer during patient handovers, where safe practice and quality of care depend on the transmission of data [12].

However, while technology is undoubtedly necessary to improve healthcare, it is certainly not sufficient. Handovers cannot be reduced to information transfers. Focusing on criteria such as information completeness and information accuracy (sometimes characterized as an “info-centric” view of information transfer) is not enough. As Wong et al. [13] explain, “Information is only part of the problem and hence solely addressing that issue is only part of the solution”. Based on in depth ethnographic case studies, Balka et al. [11] e.g. demonstrated that several aspects of clinical handovers, such as the contextual nature of information, ethical issues, and professional norms, must be addressed before the EHR-based patient handover can contribute to time efficiencies and error reduction.

More importantly, a growing body of observations suggests that the deployment of EHRs in workplaces creates more challenges than expected. A number of negative
effects of EHRs and their implementation on the quality of care or other dimensions of the healthcare process have been documented. Several negative aspects of EHRs were highlighted in a RAND study [14] commissioned by the American Medical Association. Factors affecting physicians’ professional satisfaction negatively include increased time required for data entry, mismatches between user interfaces and clinical workflow, interferences with physician-patient face-to-face conversation, lack of health information exchange, information overload, and deterioration of clinical documentation. Physicians agreed with the concept of EHRs and appreciated the new potentialities enabled by such tools like remote access to patient information. However, for many of them, current EHR systems significantly worsened their professional satisfaction in multiple ways.

Even the common idea that EHR systems ensure a (more) reliable (than paper) information encoding and transfer is not substantiated by real-world experience. As Beasley et al. [15] explain, “The emergence of EHR-related errors results in data being lost or incorrectly entered, displayed, or transmitted, leading to loss of information integrity”. Electronic encoding of data also raises major challenges. Transfer of data from one care provider to another usually requires an understanding of the terminology used to encode the data and a translation or an interpretation taking into account the context of data collection. When encoded, the information is subject to “professional norms and standards which currently require each new provider to re-check this information” [11]. How to take these norms into account in EHR systems? Standardizing data architectures across provider groups is a solution, although flexible standardization approaches are necessary to enable individual fields to be tailored to local requirements [16].

Another basic positive effect expected from EHRs is the reduction of cognitive (and especially information) overload, which is a well-known challenge for healthcare practices and has implications on both physician performance and patient safety [15, 17]. However, here again, it has been demonstrated that EHRs frequently increase physician cognitive demands [18] and may lead to decreased productivity [9]. Babbott et al. [20] also report that EHRs can increase cognitive workload especially during the process of practice transformation, which happens in the first implementation period, because HPs use a hybrid system composed of paper and electronic records, “each requiring different processes and cognitive demands”. This hybrid system can “lead to problems with coordinating care, and concerns about tracking orders and summaries”.

Last but not least, the deployment of an EHR system in a medical institution does not imply that it will be used, and use does not mean it is used as expected. Most deployed EHRs are not used or when used, only their most basic functionalities are used. As highlighted by Nambisan et al. [2], “approximately 19% of [EHRs] are uninstalled after implementation, and approximately 30% are not used to their full potential by the care staff.”. Workarounds (whether paper-based or electronic) to avoid using EHRs are also frequently observed [21]. “Shadow charts” based on hand-written notes are reported to be commonly used in many institutions to track patient progress or as memory aids for handoff, and are generally believed to be more accurate and up-to-date than the patient information provided in EHRs [22, 23].

To explain the disappointing results, a growing number of authors point to the lack of understanding of human and socio-organizational factors affecting EHR adoption as well as methodological insufficiencies [2, 24, 25]. What is currently lacking is a robust interdisciplinary research framework integrating cognitive and social sciences. Several reasons explain why such a framework would be relevant for overcoming the present EHR adoption “crisis”. First, current research on EHR adoption suffers from what Nambisan et al. [2] call a “silo” effect: factors implied at the macro- (environmental), meso- (organizational) and micro- (individual) levels are studied usually in isolation. For instance, works dealing with individual level factors (for example psychological and cultural factors of physician resistance to technology) tend to ignore the economic perspective and institutional focus. An integrative understanding of EHR adoption is needed that incorporates multiple levels of analysis, and is capable of considering interactions and synergy effects between the factors implied at different levels. Complementary theoretical perspectives, particularly from human behavior, sociocultural sciences, or systems theory, are necessary to understand the impediments of EHR adoption fully [2].

Another reason why human factors approaches are relevant for current EHR research is that observational and analysis methodologies from social and cognitive sciences can help to elucidate concrete work practices of HPs that are essential for the care process but tend to be invisible and poorly accounted for by system designers [11]. These methods are also essential to objectify lacking functionality (or functionality that is not wanted, disrupting or has a negative impact on the work process) in deployed EHR systems determining why users reject them.

---

**Table 1** Best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2014 in the section ‘Human Factors and Organizational Issues’. The articles are listed in alphabetical order of the first author’s surname.
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and prefer to use substitutes such as “ghost charts” [21, 22, 23]. Inevitably people will develop workarounds to complement the perceived limitations of the existing systems. As indicated by Mathews and Pronovost [26], “clinicians often feel burdened rather than supported by technology, […] as a result, workarounds are common and solutions meant to help often directly conflict with one another”. Studying these workaround strategies with adapted observational methods such as the ethno-methodological approach [27] is essential to determine how current EHR systems should evolve to better respond to expectations and needs of end users. Observational methods can also anticipate and assess EHR impact on behavior or practice, e.g. through the formalization of workflow variations across healthcare settings [28].

How HPs perceive EHRs is of course another key issue to consider. Human factors and cognitive or social sciences stress that a successful health information technology (HIT) must scaffold cognitive activities and work practices, facilitate and streamline what the physician must accomplish (generally by himself), and should not enslave the physician to computational functions and information requirements, which may result in mechanization of medical practices. The first chatbots (i.e. conversational agents) developed by Artificial Intelligence researchers required the user to speak a perfectly articulated academic English very slowly and distinctly. EHRs should not have these types of restrictions. The fact that EHR systems require structured data input (e.g. from standard biomedical terminologies) and tend to minimize free text (which cannot be computed easily) is evidently a challenge to their use.

EHR systems function also to rationalize, document, and control work practices (for example coding of medical treatment for hospitals for reimbursement by the social security system in most countries, e.g. in the US Medicare program). It is pointless to demonize these aspects of EHRs. However, the problem arises when bureaucratic functions interfere with, mask, or obstruct what is the primary or the perceived primary purpose of EHRs: To improve the care process. EHRs are frequently perceived by HPs as tools foremost dedicated to documentation and billing purposes, rather than as a cognitive aid for activities such as prospective memory and coordination [21]. To change HPs’ perception of EHR systems as tools providing cognitive scaffolding, rather than tools for bureaucratic control remains a challenge for the design of future EHRs [21]. To achieve this goal requires emphasizing the benefits of EHRs in the daily practice, i.e. demonstrating to HPs that EHRs have become an indispensable tool for providing better care with less effort [28].

To date, most HIT designers remain trapped in technocentrism: to build a suitable EHR system, developers must design more than the tool itself, but must focus on the whole system that embeds the tool. EHRs are a part of a whole system. They will achieve adoption only if their properties are compatible with the properties of the other components of the whole. Interoperability is an obvious example. Ethical and legal issues associated with data privacy are another. EHR designers must realize that the EHR is not an isolated device with functionalities, but must conceptualize improving practices through technology. Cognitive science approaches that envision humans and technological devices as dependent components and explore a single coordinated ensemble are needed. The study of artefacts not as objects, but as systems that shape cognition and collaboration, is valuable. Noteworthy tools are:

a. Sociotechnical [29] and user-centered design [30] approaches;

b. Distributed cognition framework [31-35], which moves the unit of analysis from the brain to the overall system possibly comprising several individuals exchanging information through several communication channels and relying on artifacts and environmental structures to achieve these tasks;

c. Situated, externalist, and enactivist approaches to cognition [36-40], which insist on the role played by the body, the tools, and the interactions with the environment in cognitive performances;

d. Cognitive technology studies, which are to date fairly unknown but may prove important to understand why HPs frequently disregard electronic tools, and prefer instead the paper sheets. Cognitive technology studies – based on the original work of the anthropologist Jack Goody [41] – analyze the cognitive properties of symbolic technologies, i.e. technologies to store and communicate information. Typically, writing enables a (quasi-)permanent encoding of the message, without alteration of its content, unlike the oral communication channel. The ubiquity of the electronic document, i.e. the possibility one could access and update it from several places simultaneously, is one of those remarkable cognitive properties. This contrasts with the “uniquity” of the paper document, which exists as one single instance at one single place at a time. But ubiquity is not always desirable when dealing with patient data [42].

e. Lastly, the work of Bertrand Gille [43] on technical systems is also a valuable resource to build a holistic perspective of the different social sub-systems that are implied in EHR adoption.

One lesson to be learnt from current research on EHR adoption is that EHRs have become indispensable but at the same time remain insufferable. Most EHR systems are not yet usable and may be more of a burden than a support for practitioners. However, EHRs are something healthcare institutions must eventually adopt: the degree of computerization in most developed countries makes this adoption unavoidable. The question is: what is required to design a whole macrosystem EHR system that would be compatible with all other systems involved? The 2014 selection of best papers for the Human Factors and Organizational Issues section of the Yearbook of Medical Informatics was compiled to address the different issues.

Paper Selection Method

Two PubMed queries, one on Mesh terms, the other on TIAB terms, were built, focusing on keywords related to HFIO. A manual search of seven highly rated medical informatics journals based on [44] completed the queries. Using PubMed, 2,764 papers were evaluated by the two HFIO section editors in the pre-selection phase based on title, keywords, and abstract. Eighty-seven papers were preselected. The list was further refined to 15 papers, which were carefully evaluated.
Appendix: Content Summary of Selected Best Papers for the 2014 Edition of the IMIA Yearbook, Section HFOI

Electronic medical records and physician stress in primary care: results from the MEMO Study
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2014 Feb;21(e1):e100-6

Using data from the 2001 to 2005 MEMO (Minimizing Error, Maximizing Outcome) study, the authors aimed to assess the relationships between the number of EHR functions, primary care work conditions, and physician stress, burnout, job satisfaction, and intent to leave the practice. Primary care physicians from inner city clinics, academic, and managed care clinics, and small rural clinics were recruited. A survey including qualitative scales was used to measure physician stress and satisfaction, and perception of time pressure. Clinic managers also completed a questionnaire querying office characteristics including the presence of an EHR system, its features, and the number of years since its initial deployment. Clinics were classified depending on whether their EHR system had a high (50% of the clinic sample), moderate (24%), or low (26%) number of functions.

No clear association was observed between the number of years since EHR implementation and work stress. Two important findings are highlighted by the authors: (a) physicians using EHRs with a moderate number of functions report more stress and less job satisfaction than physicians using EHRs with a low number of functions; (b) while job stress decreases modestly for physicians with sophisticated systems as compared to physicians using an EHR with a moderate number of functions, time pressures during examinations and office visits are more related to adverse physician outcomes in the high EHR function cluster. One possible explanation of (a) is that physicians using the moderate functionality EHR systems have to use a hybrid paper/electronic system, which is demanding in terms of cognitive resources. Physicians have to use computers to view results, but switch to paper for prescription. The result (b) suggests that using highly sophisticated EHR systems may be particularly challenging when the time allotted is lower than the time necessary to provide quality care, forcing clinicians to act quickly during the patient visit. To mitigate the potential negative effects of practice transformation, the authors recommend developing transition strategies that prepare offices for increased stress and mitigate its effect, such as regular optimization meetings coupled with a responsive information technology group.

Flanagan ME, Saleem JJ, Millitello LG, Russ AL, Doebbeling BN
Paper- and computer-based workarounds to electronic health record use at three benchmark institutions
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2013 Jun;20(e1):e59-66

Current EHR systems do not always perform optimally; they may not support all aspects of the clinical work and may necessitate (sometimes significant) changes to clinical work practices or to professional responsibilities. HPs may perceive EHRs as impediments to delivering efficient care, resulting in the development of workarounds (i.e. non-standard procedures that do not follow explicit or implicit rules, assumptions, workflow regulations, or intentions of system designers) to manage efficiency and meet specific information and task requirements.

Using rapid ethnographic direct observation methods across 3 healthcare organizations, the purpose of this study was to identify and classify the types of workarounds used by HPs, and to understand the conditions and work processes surrounding these workarounds. Consistent with prior research, 11 workaround categories (whether paper- or computer-based or both) were identified. The most widespread and noteworthy are the following: efficiency workarounds, i.e. using a workflow process that improves actual or perceived efficiency, such as...
paper notes with vitals and responses to screening questions for later data entry, or copying and pasting text from previous EHR patient progress notes into a new note; awareness workarounds, used for notifying or alerting a co-worker of new or important information, e.g. making notes on paper-based patient encounter forms to notify a provider about patient information such as vitals at in-take; memory workarounds, i.e. actions to remind about relevant information, such as making paper notes for completing a task later (e.g. finish unsigned progress notes) or to follow-up on a task (e.g. administer a shot); trust-related workarounds, i.e. actions resulting from greater trust in paper over electronic tools, such as writing down a summary of a given patient’s chief complaint in case the EHR is not available when the patient arrives; “no correct path” workarounds, which are developed when a desired option for completing a task does not exist in the EHR system, e.g. giving partial doses of medications but documenting that the full dose was administered.

Some interesting claims raised by the authors should be highlighted: (a) most workaround categories were present across the different institutions, which suggests some consistent weaknesses in EHR systems; (b) low-tech media such as paper notes and white boards have powerful advantages that cannot be easily replicated electronically: they are very efficient and adaptable (e.g. “users can quickly and easily create prospective memory aids for non-routine events, reconfigure data to highlight elements that are important in a specific context, or track data over time that may become important later in solving a specific problem”) and, importantly, they have an intrinsically transitory quality (as soon as they do not turn out to be useful, they can be abandoned). “It might be unrealistic to expect that EHRs will ever eliminate the need for user-created, paper-based cognitive support”; (c) workarounds must be considered as a system-level issue, involving people, technology, context, and other organizational factors and interactions among these factors, and not as the result of non-compliance or technology-resistance of HPs.

Hilligoss B, Zheng K
Chart biopsy: an emerging medical practice enabled by electronic health records and its impacts on emergency department-inpatient admission handoffs
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2013 Mar-Apr;20(2):260-7

Drawing on qualitative data (including semi-structured interviews, observations, and conversations records) from a 2-year ethnographic study in an emergency department (ED), this study aimed at examining (a) how the use of an inpatient EHR system empowers physicians receiving admission handoffs to be better informed about patient cases and thus better positioned in handoff conversations, and (b) how the improved access to patient data enabled by EHRs creates new possibilities of information use and reuse in healthcare settings, possibly making clinical practice safer, more efficient, and more effective.

The study’s most valuable contribution is the identification and analysis of an emerging EHR-enabled practice, the so-called pre-handoff “chart biopsy”. Chart biopsy is generally performed by inpatient physicians prior to taking admission handoffs, and involves the targeted selection of information and data from the EHR to aid in the process of learning about the patient during the discussion with the ED physician. This process has at least three functions: (1) obtaining an overview of the patient (a thorough understanding is not possible because of time constraints); (2) preparing for handoff and subsequent care, anticipating patient needs, and fulfilling documentation requirements; it also prepares inpatient physicians to assume responsibility and begin planning care; (3) defending against potential biases: rather than simply accepting patients as presented in handoffs, inpatient physicians use chart biopsy to reexamine the ED physician’s understanding of the patient and to guard against biases such as diagnosis momentum, i.e. the tendency to establish diagnosis without adequate evidence.

As illustrated by the emerging chart biopsy practice, EHRs open up new possibilities of information reuse by enabling more convenient access to more diverse information, which can impact important clinical processes and outcomes. “The understanding constructed during a chart biopsy enables the inpatient physician to listen, think, and interact more critically during the handoff, including asking more meaningful questions and proposing alternative understandings of the patient’s case. [The physicians] enter handoff not as passive recipients of information, but rather as active co-constructors of an understanding of the patient and as active participants in the planning of care.”

The authors discuss the implications on the design and the evaluation of EHR systems, stressing the importance of minimizing information fragmentation, a common issue in current EHR design. Fragmentation necessitates significant navigation efforts in order to assemble data from discrete screens and documents in order to construct an understanding of the patient and may thus hinder the chart biopsy process.

Lanham HJ, Sittig DF, Leykum LK, Pachman ML, Pugh JA, McDaniel RR
Understanding differences in electronic health record (EHR) use: linking individual physicians’ perceptions of uncertainty and EHR use patterns in ambulatory care
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2014 Jan 1;21(1):73-81

Drawing on complexity science for a theoretical framework and on the medical and organizational literature on physicians’ perception and attitude towards uncertainty, this qualitative study aimed to assess if the way physicians use EHRs is associated with their responses to uncertainty and to identify new potentially important variables in explaining differences in EHR use patterns. Semi-structured interviews using an ethnographic approach (focusing on physicians’ experiences and beliefs about using an EHR, and perceptions of how it influences their interaction with patients) and the direct observation of physicians (N=28) working in a multispecialty outpatient care organization were realized.

Three categories of attitudes towards uncertainty and strategies for managing uncertainty were identified: (a) uncertainty reduction: reducing uncertainty and dimin-
This approach helps clinicians manage the irreducible uncertainty they face in caring for patients. Improvements can be made in helping them manage this uncertainty.

Smith SW, Koppel R

Healthcare information technology’s relativity problems: a typology of how patients’ physical reality, clinicians’ mental models, and healthcare information technology differ

J Am Med Inform Assoc 2014 Jan 1;21(1):117-31

The purpose of this strikingly original study was to model (a) patients’ “concrete”—so to say—reality (RW for real world), (b) how clinicians represent this reality, i.e. their mental models (MM) of patients’ conditions, and (c) how this reality and these mental models are embodied and formalized in EHRs (IT). The goal was to highlight inconsistencies, misunderstandings, and distortions among these three complex representations, and to serve as a tool for quality assessment and improvement of EHRs.

Comparisons across physicians revealed a marked association between perceptions of uncertainty and EHR use patterns: (a) uncertainty reductionists tended to exhibit high levels of EHR use (13/13). They expressed the belief that the information contained in the EHR is paramount for patient care and they sought to reduce uncertainty by continually gathering, manipulating, and inputting information in the medical record; (b) uncertainty absorbers tended to exhibit low levels of EHR use (3/5). They expressed the belief that the ongoing and attentive exchange of information and the co-creation of knowledge during patient encounters are paramount for the care process, and that information in the EHR is often of limited use for patient care; (c) physicians with hybrid perspectives tended to exhibit medium levels of EHR use (8/10). They considered the information captured in the EHR as critical for their work and considered at the same time that information exchange with patients was a critical part of their practice. These findings suggest that perception and strategies to manage uncertainty are potentially important factors to understand the differences in EHR use patterns across physicians. These findings should be considered in EHR future design, implementation, and training efforts.


